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What is the Task Force and why has it been set up?
Climate change is emerging as a threat to the stability
of the fnancial system. The G20 fnance ministers and
Central Bank governors therefore asked the Financial
Stability Board (FSB) to review how the fnancial sector
can best take account of climate-related issues.
In order for investors, lenders, insurers and other
fnancial stakeholders to build climate-related risks into
their decisions, corporations need to provide relevant
information. However, this information is currently not
available and there is not a recognized framework for
corporations to identify, quantity and report climate-related
fnancial risks.
That is why, in December 2015, Mark Carney — the
Chair of the FSB and Governor of the Bank of England —
announced the formation of the Task Force on Climaterelated Financial Disclosures (TCFD).
It is the frst international initiative to examine climate
change in a fnancial stability context.

What has the Task Force done and what
will happen next?

What are climate-related fnancial risks
and opportunities?
The Task Force is focusing on Transition risks and
Physical risks:

Transition Risks include the fnancial and reputational
impacts of failing to make a successful commercial
transition to the low carbon economy. This covers the
risks associated with:
— policy action that attempts to mitigate climate
change or encourage adaptation to it
— litigation claims against companies for contributing
to climate change, or failing to act on it
— new technology developments displacing existing
technologies and infrastructure (e.g. renewable
energy replacing coal plants)
— changes in market dynamics.

In December 2016, the Task Force released its
Recommendations report. This report provides
recommendations for data preparers to disclose consistent
information on the climate-related risks and opportunities
they face and the potential fnancial impacts.
In preparing this report, the Task Force reviewed existing
disclosure initiatives and analyzed the gap between what
exists and what is needed. It has worked to identify key
climate-related risks, to catalogue the information that
fnancial stakeholders need, and to understand
the challenges that corporations face in providing
this information.
The Recommendations report is open for public
consultation until February 12 2017. The Task Force
will provide its fnal recommendations to the FSB in
June after which the FSB is expected to present the
recommendations at the G20 summit in July 2017.
You can download the full Recommendations report here.

Physical risks include the fnancial impacts of the
physical effects of climate change. These include
disruption to a corporations
’ operations and value
chain from extreme weather such as foods, droughts,
heatwaves and hurricanes. They also include risks from
longer-term shifts in climate patterns. For example
sustained higher temperatures leading to sea level rise.

The Task Force also outlined opportunities that can be
realized through efforts to mitigate and adapt
to climate change. For example:
— Resource effciency can reduce operating costs
as well as curbing emissions
— The cost of low emission energy sources is
decreasing providing organizations with potential
opportunities to reduce their energy costs
— The growing global market for low emission
products & services provides commercial
opportunities for corporations.
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What has the Task Force recommended?
The Task Force has developed a set of recommendations that
are applicable to organizations in any sector or country.

medium to long term and the timing and magnitude of
these are diffcult to predict.

They offer guidance on how organizations should disclose
climate-related risk in mainstream (i.e. public) fnancial flings
(i.e. annual reports).

The Task Force encourages companies to select a set
of scenarios, to include a scenario that assumes global
warming of 2°C in addition to 2 or 3 others, and to disclose
how the organization’s strategy and fnancial plans may be
affected under the scenarios.

The recommendations are designed to generate decisionuseful, forward-looking information on climate-related
fnancial impacts and also to increase focus on the risks and
opportunities related to a transition to a lower-carbon economy.

Core elements of recommendations
The recommendations are structured around four thematic
areas: governance, strategy, risk management, and metrics
and targets. For each element, the Task Force has defned
an overarching recommendation, supported by a set of
disclosures organizations should include in their reporting.
See breakout box below for details.

Scenario analysis
A key element of the Task Force’s recommendations is
that organizations should use scenario analysis to assess
potential business, strategic, and fnancial implications of
climate-related risks and opportunities and disclose those in
their fnancial flings.
Scenario analysis can help to manage the uncertainties of
climate change as, for the majority of organizations, the
most signifcant effects of climate change will be felt in the

At this stage, the Task Force recognizes that analysis will be
largely qualitative. However, for organizations with the most
signifcant risks, the Task Force recommends some level of
quantitative analysis, if possible. It also encourages such
companies to disclose key inputs and assumptions related
to their scenario analysis to allow users to understand the
process and its limitations.

Principles
The recommendations establish a set of principles that are
likely to shape the future expectations of investors, lenders,
insurers and other data users.
Firstly, climate-related fnancial risk needs to be called out
as an issue for Board attention. Secondly, corporations
need to thoroughly assess their climate-related fnancial
risks and opportunities ideally through scenario planning.
Thirdly, corporations need to adapt their existing ERM/risk
management processes to be effective at identifying and
managing climate-related fnancial risk. Finally, data users
and data preparers must work together to develop effective
and decision-useful climate-related risk reporting metrics.

Summary of recommended disclosures

Governance

Strategy

Risk management

Metrics and targets

Recommendation:
Disclose the organization’s
governance around climaterelated risks and opportunities

Recommendation:
Disclose the actual and
potential impacts of climaterelated risks and opportunities
on the organizations
’
businesses, strategy, and
fnancial planning

Recommendation:
Disclose how the
organization identifes,
assesses, and manages
climate-related fnancial risks

Recommendations:
Disclose the metrics and
targets used to assess and
manage relevant climaterelated fnancial risks and
opportunities

Disclosures:
Describe the board’s oversight
of - and management’s role
in - assessing and managing,
climate-related risks and
opportunities

Disclosures:
Describe the climate-related
fnancial risks and opportunities
the organization has identifed
and the impact of these risks
to business, strategy and
fnancial planning. Also use
scenario analysis to describe
the impact of different global
warming scenarios and the
likely associated policy and
market responses

Disclosures:
Describe the processes
for identifying, assessing and
managing climate-related
fnancial risks and how these
processes are integrated into
the organization’s overall risk
management approach

Disclosures:
Disclose metrics used to
assess climate-related fnancial
risks and opportunities and
disclose GHG emissions and
the related risks. Describe
targets used to manage
climate-related risks and
opportunities and performance
against these targets
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What does this mean for KPMG member firm clients?
Few corporations currently disclose climate-related fnancial
risks. But that is set to change. Simply put, investors, lenders
and insurers need much more, and much better, information
on the fnancial risks corporations face from
climate change.
The Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures is
a potential game changer. It has serious credibility with the
involvement of the G20, the FSB and some of the biggest
names in the global fnancial community.
The guidelines that have emerged, while voluntary, are
likely — with the imprimatur of the FSB — to be accepted as
de-facto global best practice. Or, at the very least, they will be
used by regulators and stock exchanges to determine local
standards. Board directors, as part of their fduciary duty, will
be expected to ensure they are applied so that the corporation
reports appropriately on climate-related risk along with other
material risks.
This is the start of the process. But as the impacts of climate
change and the associated fnancial risks to business become
more and more apparent, the fnancial sector’s quest for
decision-useful risk disclosure will become ever more urgent.
What can KPMG clients do to prepare? Our advice is to start
now with a full assessment of where climate-related risk lies
within the organization, with a focus on the transition and
physical risks prioritized by the Task Force.
We also recommend that corporations assess the current
state of their processes and data quality for identifying and
reporting climate-related risks. This will include systems for
reporting carbon emissions and progress against carbon
reduction targets, but will have to go further to translate this
data into fnancial risks. Assessing the linkage of climate
change to risk management and scenario analyses will be
critical in light of the Task Force’s recommendations.
Understanding climate-related risks and building them into
fnancial reporting will be challenging. So - while there is
no immediate requirement to disclose the information
publicly – take this time to get ahead. This way, in a few years
when climate risk reporting becomes mainstream practice,
you will be prepared.

For further information contact:
Wim Bartels
TCFD member and Partner,
Corporate Reporting,
KPMG in the Netherlands
bartels.wim@kpmg.nl
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Who is on the Task Force?
The Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures is an industry-led effort, chaired by Michael Bloomberg.
It has 32 global members representing both users and preparers of disclosures covering a broad range of sectors
and fnancial markets.
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